**Offense to feature more movement**

**BY BLAKE TOFFYER**
Sports Editor

Georgia Mueller possess the ball in the low post, looking to shoot...The Bulldog's 2007-08 campaign in which mum of 15 shots a game and ball," head coach Michael Smith points in the post. "Defenders with her body to score...Junior forward often shields taller...much success in her Bulldog career...through the net. "I think they bring in skills...Bulldog commitments from...The biggest advantage is...The move was a classic dis...The three transfers should...The three transfers should...The biggest advantage is..."Even in the post, I'm..."The basic [offensive] structure...Brian O'Shaughnessy/

**Transfers to bolster roster**

**BY JACK NICHOLL**
Assistant Sports Editor

The basketball team has three new transfers...Sophomore forward Brandon Griffin played...at Centralia Community College...the number two transfer to the Bulldogs...Nick Certa. Certa led the team in...The biggest advantage is..."My idea when I came up with it was to get some of the...Bombs Away is restricted to student groups, and there is no...Smith indicated a change in..."The basic [offensive] structure...Coach Smith was back on the sidelines for the..."I think they bring in skills...Brian O'Shaughnessy/

**Chasing Jarrard point leaderboards**

1. Carol Jarrard: 2,202
2. Priscilla Nutton: 1,979
3. Amy Eggen: 1,927
4. Anjalee Grant: 1,851
5. Georgia Mueller: 1,457

**Chasing Jarrard: Point Leaderboards**

George Mueller drives to basket during practice this week.
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